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ABSTRACT
This document examines the study and process that
led to the development of a simple ramjet engine
simulation tool, and describes its capabilities and final
aspect. The tool was developed using the PROOSIS
(1)software and its capacity for connecting an experiment
to Excel to be used as an interface. The end result is a tool
prepared to simulate the performances of a typical
turbojet and twin-spool turbofan (see appendix). Input
data selection and result viewing are performed through
two Excel files prepared specifically for this purpose. The
simulations that can be performed with the tool consist
of the following: Design Calculation, Off-Design
Performance Calculation (off-design point, mission
analysis, operating line, transient), and Parametric Study
(design and off-design combination).
The document is structured as follows: Introduction,
Design Calculation, Performances, Parametric Study,
Interface Development, Verification of Results and
Conclusions.
Keywords: tool, PROOSIS, turbofan, turbojet, design,
performances.
Note: The present document constitutes a summary of
the final degree project (PFC) prepared by the author with
the same title. To consult said PFC, please contact
Empresarios Agrupados.

LIST OF VARIABLES AND ACRONYMS
PFC
PROOSIS
PR
Eff
NcRdes
NcRdesMap
BETA

ZETA
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Final Degree Project
PRopulsion Object Oriented
SImulation System
Pressure ratio
Efficiency
Corrected speed relative to design
on the scaled map
Corrected speed relative to design
on the unscaled map
Parameter enabling unequivocal
relationships between NcRdesMap
and different PR on the
compressor maps
Parameter similar to BETA, but

T4t
T41t
Eburner
Kburner
dPburner
Mach
Alt
dTamb
RelBleed
RelEnthBleed
ReldPBleed
RelNGVCooling
RelNoWorkCooling
N
Ncorr
MechEff
ShIner
PWRout
W
Tt
Pt
dP
A
WF
Fn
SFC
sFn
BPR
HPT
LPT
HPC
IPC
D30
D50
Ov

associated with turbine maps
End of combustion temperature
HT equivalent rotor inlet
temperature
Efficiency of combustion
Combustor loading parameter
Pressure drop in the combustor
Flight Mach number
Flight altitude
Temperature difference with
respect to standard atmosphere
Relative bleeding to the inlet of the
component being bled
Relative bleeding position in the
component, as a function of
enthalpy variation
Relative bleeding position in the
component, as a function of
stagnation pressure variation
Bleeding used for equivalent NGV
cooling
Bleeding that produces no work in
the equivalent rotor
Nominal speed
Corrected speed
Mechanical efficiency
Engine shaft inertia
Power extraction
Mass flow
Stagnation temperature
Stagnation pressure
Relative stagnation pressure loss
Area
Fuel mass flow
Uninstalled thrust
Specific consumption
Uninstalled specific thrust
Bypass ratio
High pressure turbine
Low pressure turbine
High pressure compressor
Intermediate pressure compressor
Duct 30
Duct 50
Overboard
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1 INTRODUCTION
Digital simulation is especially important during the
preliminary design phase of a turbojet engine to achieve
results that permit proper assessment of the different
design options under consideration. In recent years,
object-oriented modelling programs have been prevailing
on the market. The main advantage of this type of
software is the ability to encapsulate the sets of equations
that rule a system into the components that make it up
(writing in a way similar to the analytic form). The
software subsequently rearranges them to solve them as
appropriate.
This greatly facilitates the reuse of components to create
other systems and the modification of component
modelling.
The PROOSIS software program uses this simulation
approach. The high simulation flexibility and modelling
simplicity afforded by PROOSIS are offset by the initial
complexity for a user who is not proficient in the use of
this software, as it has a steep learning curve. Hence the
importance in PROOSIS of being capable of generating
already-prepared experiments, that can be used by
unknowledgeable users to perform simulations. The
generation of DECKS (2) and experiment linking with
EXCEL (3) are functionalities included in the program
that go along these lines.
The project discussed here takes advantage of the
PROOSIS capabilities to develop a tool encapsulated in
an experiment that allows performing typical turbojet
simulations.
Said experiment has been linked to an
EXCEL spreadsheet to enable the user to perform
simulations without having specific knowledge of
PROOSIS. Both the configurations and simulations that
can be performed with this tool are preset. The tool
allows turbojet and twin spool turbofan simulations.
The configurations (turbojet and turbofan) were
created using the TURBO component library v3.2.2
developed by EA and NTUA, and prepared specially for
gas turbine simulation (4). It has been modified to better
suit the needs of this project. Compressors include PRtype maps. Turbines are modelled with the assumption of
an equivalent single-stage turbine. Outlet nozzles are of
the converging type.
The selection of calculations performed, user input
data and results displayed takes into consideration the
discussion regarding the turbojet design process set forth
in Mattingly (5) and the possibilities afforded by other
aeronautical propulsion simulation programs (GasTurb,
GSP, NPSS, PROOSIS, C-Mapss).

2 DESIGN CALCULATION
The design is used to scale the motor, and to
position a reference point on the maps. Maps are used
for the compressors, fan and turbines. The design is
established for a user-selected flight condition, and design
data are chosen considering those that are most
interesting for the designer. For convenience purposes,
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the data and the results presented throughout the
document correspond to the turbojet, as it contains fewer
variables. However, it should be noted that for other
configurations (turbofan), the type of data for each
component is the same (the same data are always selected
for compressor design, the difference being that in the
turbofan, for example, there are 4 compressors in total).
Table 1. Turbojet Design Data
High Compressor
High turbine
PR
Eff
Eff
NcRdes
NcRdes
NcRdesMap
NcRdesMap
ZETA
BETA
Flight Conditions
Burner
Mach
T4t
Alt
Eburner
dTamb
dPburner
Bleeds
Turbine Cooling
RelBleedOv
RelNGVCooling
RelEnthBleedOv
RelNoWorkCooling
RelBleedCoolHPT
ReldPBleedCoolHPT
Shaft
Pressure losses
N
PRinlet
MechEff
dPD30
ShIner
dPD50
PWRout
Engine dimensioning can be performed in one of
two ways: by selecting Fn or W1, as additional userintroduced input data.
The internal mathematical model generated also
requires the selection of a number of variables in order to
find an iterative solution in nonlinear boxes. Owing to the
fact that many variables have a significant value (and that
their number is high: 42 for the turbofan design
calculation), and that calculation convergence depends
directly on the proximity to the final value, a simple
mathematical model was developed, based on the
discussion in J.L. Montañés's "Motores de reacción y
turbinas de gas" JL Montanes (6), which estimates its
value as a function of user-provided data. Mathematical
model assumptions:
• Ideal gas
• Ideal gas mixture
• Choked nozzles
A8 is one of the values that require initialization and
carry more mistakes. As can be seen in the figure below,
the mathematical model gives a fair approximation of the
calculated value (when T4t decreases, the nozzle is
unchoked, which is the reason for the departure in that
area).
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•

Figure 1. Simplified Model Comparison - PROOSIS
Result
Results of interest to the user are shown: Tt, W, Pt at
each stage, eff, PR, in each component, A8, and global
cycle parameters: SFC, sFn, WF. A turbojet diagram
containing the local results of the parameters involved in
the cycle is also shown.

Operating line calculation. The operating line is
represented by choosing the first value of the
control
parameter
(T4t
ó
NcRdesMapHPC/NcRdesMapFan), the last
value, and the number of points to be
represented.
• Transient calculation. The user selects timecontrol parameter (T4t or WF) pairs. Following
linear interpolation to obtain the control law, it is
integrated with the first order Adams-Moulton
formula.
Additionally, it is possible to activate limiters in
steady-state calculations (single point, multi-point,
operating line). Active limiters delimit the value of the
following variables (maximum, minimum, or both): T41t,
N, Ncorr, PR.
Results are presented in the same manner as in the
design with calculation of an off-design single point, in
list mode for multi-point, operating lines in compressor
and turbine maps, and the control parameter and speed as
a function of time in transient calculation.

3 PERFORMANCES
In off-design performance, the user chooses a set of
data common to all available simulations: Flight
conditions, bleeding and cooling, combustion chamber
load constant and power extraction. There are a smaller
number than in design, since the engine is already fully
scaled.
Table 2. Turbojet Performance Data
Flight Conditions
Miscellaneous
Mach
Kburner
Alt
PWRout
dTamb
Bleeds
Turbine Cooling
RelBleedOv
RelNGVCooling
RelEnthBleedOv
RelNoWorkCooling
RelBleedCoolHPT
ReldPBleedCoolHPT
Selection of the control parameter is also required.
This parameter is dependent on each type of
performance, and is the one used for direct engine
control.
Performance calculation also requires selecting values
for a number of variables that must be initialized. In this
case, it was decided to proceed to a parametric approach
from on-design up to the point where performance
begins, reusing the results of variables that need
initialization to calculate the next point, thereby ensuring
convergence.
The performances available in the tool are as follows:
• Off-design single point/ multi-point calculation.
This calculates one or more operating points for
certain off-design conditions. One of the
following can be selected as control parameter:
N, T4t, WF and Fn.
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Figure 2. Turbojet Operating Line

4 PARAMETRIC STUDY
The preliminary design of an engine requires
achieving a trade-off solution. The point selected must
be optimal for the mission that is being designed. It is also
necessary to check that the engine fulfils other critical
flight
conditions.
The purpose of the parametric study developed in
this tool is to facilitate this decision. This study includes a
two-parameter variation (these parameters are T4t and PR
for the turbojet; they are selected among BPR, PRHPC,
T4t and PRfan for the turbofan) on design; additionally,
an off-design point (control parameter: Fn) is calculated
for each design to verify that the engine also fulfils these
conditions.
The following is the algorithm to calculate the
solution and represent the results, which is implemented
internally in the code:
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1. Design point calculation. If the design is not valid
(the calculation does not converge, or the
calculated result is not within map limits), the
next point of the parametric study is calculated,
and the current point is ignored.
2. Setting changed to off-design and calculation of
the corresponding off-design point, taking as a
reference the valid design calculation obtained in
1 above. If it is a valid point, the on-design and
off-design values of the variables involved in the
parametric studies and in SFN and SFC
performances are stored in matrices. Otherwise,
the tool goes on to calculating the next point, not
saving results.
3. Saving the values of variables that need to be
initialized for off-design, if there is convergence.
Once these values have been saved, they will be
re-used for the rest of the parametric off-design
leg, to reduce computing time.
4. Steps 1 and 2 are repeated for all points of the
parametric
study.
If the result of step 1 is not valid, step 2 is
skipped for that point, and step 1 is tried again for
another point.
5. Once study calculations are completed, the
cumulative values are represented in Excel tables,
so the user can view the results.

representation of the results obtained (operating line,
transient).
The calculation that will be simulated is selected in an
Excel spreadsheet that features a series of SWITCHES to
enable or disable a portion of the experiment, thereby
performing one calculation or another.

Figure 4. Selecting the simulation
After selecting the desired calculation and properly
configuring the input data, the calculation is started by
pressing "play".

Figure 5. Aspect of the PROOSIS add-in in Excel
Each calculation that can be carried out is developed
(both in the selection of INPUTS and of OUTPUTS
displayed) in a sheet of the Excel file.
Figure 3. Turbojet - Parametric Study SFCdes = f
(T4tdes, PRdes)

5 DEVELOPMENT OF INTERFACE
To develop the graphical interface, it was decided to
link the experiment, which includes both the model and
all the calculations performed, with an Excel file, using
the PROOSIS functionality created to this end. Excel
was chosen as an interface because of its high simplicity
and easy result viewing. With this PROOSIS functionality,
once an experiment has been loaded, it is possible to
anchor any variable of the experiment to an Excel cell,
varying its value, and observe its evolution throughout the
simulation. Selection of data and results displayed is
performed using this functionality. Two Excel files have
been prepared especially for the simulations: one for the
turbojet and the other for the turbofan.
The alternative process is to generate a "report sheet"
that accumulates the value of selected variables
throughout the simulation, and which is used for graphic
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Figure 6. Design Data
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6 VERIFICATION OF RESULTS
The validity of the tool developed is checked by
comparing it with other existing tools. To this end, the
simulation of on-design and one off-design point was
performed with the tool and with the GasTurb program
(534), which is the most similar to our tool because it
simulates already-fixed configurations. To ensure greater
model similarity and proper assessment of the results, the
following considerations were taken into account:
•
Figure 7. Overall Design Results
•

•
•
Figure 8. Performance Data: Calculation of an OffDesign Single Point

Figure 9. Parametric Study Data
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•

GasTurb maps assign a default value of 1 to
NcRdesMap. Furthermore, the reference value
for y is imposed in the off-design calculation tab
(the values of BETA / ZETA = 0 5 and
NcRdes = 1 are assigned for all maps).
Calculation of the outlet nozzle in the tool
depends on a table, which assigns the
corresponding value as a function of the inlet
conditions of the nozzle. In GasTurb, however,
these values are user-selected. This explains why
the largest differences in this simulation
correspond to the quantities directly related to
thrust.
The definition of relative bleeds is different in
both tools, so care is needed when introducing
data.
The maps are not the same, and therefore the
off-design results obtained will vary due to this
difference.
The mass flow introduced into the engine for
on-design conditions, for the purpose of engine
sizing, is corrected in GasTurb but not in our
tool.

Design:
Table 3. Selected Data in Turbojet
High Compressor
High turbine
PR=15
Eff=0.9 (polytropic)
Eff=0.88 (isentropic)
NcRdes=1
NcRdes=1
NcRdesMap=1
NcRdesMap=1
ZETA=0.5
BETA=0.5
Flight Conditions
Burner
Mach=0.8
T4t=1450 K
Alt=11000 m
Eburner=0.999
dTamb=0 K
dPburner=0.03
Bleeds
Turbine Cooling
RelBleedOv=0.02
Rel NGVCooling=0.7
RelEnthBleedOv=0.5
RelNoWorkCooling=0.3
RelBleedCoolHPT=0.102
ReldPBleedCoolHPT=0
Shaft
Pressure losses
N=12000 rpm
PRinlet=0.99
MechEff=0.999
dPD30=0
ShIner=20
dPD50=0.02
PWRout=25000 W
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Figure 10. GasTurb on-design results

Figure 12. GasTurb Results

Figure 11. On-design results with the tool
Performances: Calculation of an Off-Design Point
Table 4. Off-design data selected
Flight Conditions
Miscellaneous
Mach=0
Kburner=1.6
Alt=0
PWRout=0
dTamb=0
Bleeds
Turbine Cooling
RelBleedOv=0
RelNGVCooling=0.7
RelEnthBleedOv=0
RelNoWorkCooling=0.3
RelBleedCoolHPT=0.1
ReldPBleedCoolHPT=0
OD controller: T4t
1600K

Figure 13. Tool results

7 CONCLUSIONS
From the theoretical standpoint, the tool developed
provides interesting results that are obtained in a simple
and robust manner, despite the constraints imposed by
the fact that the available calculations are not very
extensive, engine control is direct, and there are only two
configurations
currently
available.
This tool allows evaluating the power of PROOSIS
to configure and encapsulate complex experiments so
they can be used externally by unknowledgeable users.
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APPEN

Figure 14. Turbojet Configuration Diagram

Figure 15. Turbofan Configuration Diagram
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